A Community Bus for Gabriola Island
Request for Community Works Funding submitted to Howard Houle, Area B Director,
Regional District of Nanaimo
Gabriola Community Bus Committee1
Date: April 2, 2013

Introduction
Our goal is the establishment of a community bus service on Gabriola Island. The primary
objective of this initiative is to enhance transportation options for Gabriola Island residents and
visitors; however we also believe that an efficient bus service is the single most effective way to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions on Gabriola. Of all of the green initiatives that Gabriolans could
take, a bus has the greatest potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions because it will
encourage car-owners to leave their cars at home, or to leave them uninsured for part of the year
or to take them off the road altogether, and it will allow others to avoid calling for a ride home
from the village or the ferry.
We are proposing to start with a pilot project that will extend for two or three years. Over that
time period we plan to consult with bus users and the community to develop and refine routes
and schedules that will best serve the transportation needs of Gabriolans. At the end of the pilot
period we will be in a position to either recommend the establishment of a subsidized BC Transit
bus service or the continuation of the community-operated service. Alternatively, we might have
to conclude that public transit is not currently viable on Gabriola.
A great deal of work has been carried out regarding transit on Gabriola Island, including the 2008
transit survey and a number of well attended and supportive public forums before and after that
time. Budgets have been created and routes have been planned. Detailed feasibility studies by
BC Transit in 2000, 2009 and 2011 have all recommended a public transit system for Gabriola
Island. This proposal acknowledges the efforts of previous public transit advocates on Gabriola,
and the research undertaken by BC Transit, and seeks to establish a pilot project that will serve
Gabriola and will allow us to assess the potential for a conventional transit service in the future.
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The Gabriola Community Bus Committee is an official division of Island Futures, a registered non-profit society.
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Proposal
We are proposing a bus service that will be designed on the basis of ongoing input from the
Gabriola and Mudge Island communities, and, especially during the first year, will be subject to
flexibility in routes and schedules so that we can find the routes and schedules that best meet the
needs of users. We anticipate that it will be necessary to have two vehicles in order to ensure
continuity of service. In this proposal we are requesting funding from the portion of Community
Works Fund (CWF) that is allocated to
Area B to purchase two vehicles, an 11 to
15 passenger 2006 Mercedes Benz
Sprinter, and a 1996 International School
Bus.
The amount of CWF funding requested is
$30,000. This includes approximately
$16,000 for the Sprinter, $11,500 for the
International purchase price and retrofit,
and $2500 for communication
equipment.
On the following pages we outline:
 permits and safety plan,
 proposed routes and schedules,
 fares,
 volunteer and paid staff,
 budget and cash flow projections,
and
 evaluation.

Permits and Safety Plan
Island Futures, on behalf of the Gabriola Community Bus Committee, is in the process of applying
for the National Safety Code Certificate. A safety plan is being developed consistent with the
requirements for both vehicles and drivers as outlined in the Commercial Vehicle Safety and
Enforcement guidelines. Although this pilot is exempt from the Passenger Transportation Board
(see attachment in Appendix 1). The Gabriola Community Bus Committee will abide by all the
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safety requirements related to the type of service proposed and contained in the Passenger
Transportation Act and the National Safety Code.

Routes and Schedules
The proposed routes and schedules (Appendix 2) have been developed to respond to the needs
identified in the 2008 transportation survey carried out on Gabriola Island and input that the
GCBC has subsequently received from community members. The routes are similar to those
proposed by BC Transit in its 2010 report. However, the schedule is different due to the change in
ferry times and frequency since the BC Transit report was produced. We are proposing a North
End run and a North/South loop run that meets two commuter runs in the morning and two
commuter runs in the late afternoon together with one daytime run several days a week. We are
proposing four runs on Saturday. All routes and schedules will be assessed on a regular basis and
modifications made as required.

Fares
The fares are aimed at encouraging people to take the bus, and preferably purchase tickets or a
pass, while at the same time meeting our budget targets. The fares will be adjusted based on
ongoing evaluation of users and elasticity of ticket costs.
Single Fare

$ 2.25

Book of 10 tickets

$20.00

Monthly pass

$40.00

Coordinator and Drivers
Fully qualified and licensed (Class 4, unrestricted) volunteer drivers will be used for the pilot
project, and the paid coordinator (also Class 4 and Air Brake licensed) will be available to drive
when volunteers are not available.
There are currently 24 people who have expressed an interest in being a volunteer bus driver.
Over half have their Class 4 license. Those that require their Class 4 will be provided with the
training and funds to acquire same, and those driving the International will receive Air Brake
Training.
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The Coordinator will be responsible for scheduling the drivers, ensuring all safety, maintenance
and driver report requirements are met, and will also serve as a back-up driver as required.

Evaluation
The primary goals of this pilot are to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and determine the
ridership levels of a public transit system on Gabriola Island. There are also numerous outcomes
relating to service users, operations and infrastructure that require monitoring and evaluation
over the three year period. An evaluation framework (see Appendix 3) has been developed that
outlines the specific outcomes and the short and long term indicators that will be used to monitor
and evaluate the proposed service. A transportation survey carried out in 2008 will provide
baseline data for comparison purposes. The “pilot” nature of this project is critically important,
and we plan to commit significant volunteer resources into studies of the ridership, routes,
schedules and fares, so that we can provide the best transit service for Gabriola.

Budget
As summarised in the budget and cash flow projections (Appendix 4), expense items include
insurance, maintenance, and fuel for the two vehicles, the coordinator's salary, administration
expenses, and communication costs. Revenue items include fares, charters and advertising, and
it’s possible that additional revenue will be derived from various forms of community
sponsorship. The biggest uncertainty is the fares per operating hour. To be conservative we have
assumed each run is 30% full for the first six months. We anticipate that, to begin with, the
number of passengers will be lower, but will increase over time as the existence and reliability of
the service becomes better known. We also anticipate that there may be more fares in summer
than at other times because of the large number of summertime residents and visitors to
Gabriola Island.
Our financial forecast is based on the assumption that the capital cost of the vehicles and
communications equipment are funded through the RDN's Community Works Fund. Based on
what we believe are reasonable operating cost and conservative ridership estimates, our
projections show operating costs will be more than offset by revenues.
There is a possibility that we will not meet our ridership objectives to begin with, and we have a
developed a contingency plan to cover the costs of 6 months of operation with ridership of 5
passengers per hour. The budget is outlined in Appendix 4, and it involves using the funds
donated by Gabriolans (Climate Change Dividend Fund) for the purpose of a trial bus service.
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Community support
Although there is a long history of community support for public transit on Gabriola
demonstrated through the 2008 survey and subsequent public meetings, we felt it would be
worthwhile to organize a petition campaign in December 2012 specific to this Community Works
Fund request. Over a 10-day period from December 15th to 25th we received the support of over
850 residents from all parts of Gabriola and Mudge Island. Petition signers were overwhelmingly
positive and excited about the prospect of a bus service. The petition wording, along with a
summary of the number of signatories in person and on-line, plus a sampling of some of the
comments left at the on-line petition site, is provided in Appendix 5.

Conclusions
We believe that a community-operated bus service for Gabriola Island is feasible providing that
the capital-cost of two vehicles and communication equipment can be secured from the RDN's
Community Works Fund, and, for the proposed trial period, most of the driving is done by
volunteers and the system is operated in a flexible way, responding to the needs and suggestions
of riders.
Our expectation—based on the experience on both Salt Spring and Bowen Islands—is that
ridership will exceed our forecasts before the end of the trial period, and that, once the service
has proven to be effective, Gabriolans will actively seek expansions to the routes and the
schedule. Another benefit of a trial service is that it will provide us with a clear understanding of
the best transit routes and schedules for Gabriola, and of the amount of tax revenue that will be
required to follow through with a fully funded public transit system on Gabriola if we conclude
that that is the best option.
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Appendix 1: Passenger Transportation Act exemption
In February, 2013 we contacted the Passenger Transportation Board and provided them with a
copy of our CWF proposal and Island Futures purpose statement, together with a rationale for the
exemption based on section 5 (i) of the Act.
Exemptions to Passenger Transportation Act

5 The provisions of the Act and this regulation do not apply to the
following:
(i) a commercial passenger vehicle when it is operated by a society for a primary
purpose of the society, or by a charitable association for a primary purpose of the
charitable association, if passenger transportation is not a primary purpose of the
society or charitable association;

The rationale we provided was as follows:
The following indicates how this feasibility study reflects the purpose statements of Island
Futures and yet passenger transportation is not a primary purpose:
Island Futures purpose statements (rationale is stated in blue lettering)
a. Promote community sustainability on Gabriola Island through public education and action
oriented initiatives
The pilot will provide the community with information regarding the link between
sharing rides/public transit and a reduction in ghg emissions.
b. Support individuals and groups working towards local sustainability to connect with each
other
c. Report and improve upon local sustainability practices
The pilot will provide a report out to the community regarding the feasibility of a
bus service and will also report out the resulting impact on community ghg
emissions, car use, accessibility impact for low income residents, use of
vegetable oil/diesel use.
d. Partner with local governments and other communities to implement sustainability initiatives
The pilot is partnering with the regional district of nanaimo re: funding for this pilot
and is testing a proposed transit system as outlined in the Official Community Plan
developed under the auspices of the Islands Trust.
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On February 26, 2013 we received the following email indicating that we were exempt from the
Act:
From: Birchmore, Dave J TRAN:EX [mailto:Dave.Birchmore@gov.bc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:30 PM
To: 'Fay Weller'
Subject: RE: Inquiry 2013-00051
Importance: High

Hi Ms Weller,
Thank-you for your patience regarding your inquiry with the Passenger Transportation
Branch. Upon further review of your service proposal it appears you qualify for the
following exemption as described in the Passenger Transportation Regulation.
Exemptions

5 The provisions of the Act and this regulation do not apply to the
following:
(i) a commercial passenger vehicle when it is operated by a
society for a primary purpose of the society, or by a
charitable association for a primary purpose of the charitable
association, if passenger transportation is not a primary
purpose of the society or charitable association;

Society has the same meaning as in the Society Act.
Additional information, (however, not limited): e.g. driver’s licence.
Your service may require a National Safety Certificate please click the following:
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/cvse/national_safety_code.htm.
If you purchase a Mercedes Sprinter like you mention in your proposal you need to make
sure that a line guard is installed by the dealership which is required for all Mercedes
Sprinters operating commercially.
Thank-you
Dave Birchmore
Passenger Transportation Inspector
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Passenger Transportation Branch
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
104 - 4240 Manor Street
Burnaby, BC V5G 1B2
Tel: 604-453-4247 Fax: 604-453-4253 or
email: Dave.Birchmore@gov.bc.ca

Appendix 2: Routes and Schedules
Route 1 - North /South Loop (including Ferne/Coats bypass) + Pat Burns/Harrison loop
Morning
Leave on
7:40 ferry

Leave on
8:50 ferry

Meet afternoon Ferry @
Delay to pickup passengers
Leave Gabriola Village

6:30 am
North @ Buttercup
6:35
“ @ Peterson
6:42
North @ Silva Bay
6:46
South @ Peterson
6:51
“ @ Comm. Hall
6:56
“
@ Brickyard
7:01
Ferne @Hess
7:05
Coats @ South
7:12
South @ Dirksen
7:18
Pat Burns @ Harrison Way
7:24
Arrive at Ferry
7:30
Delay to discharge passengers yes
Arrive at Village
7:38

7:40
7:45
7:52
7:56
8:01
8:06
8:11
8:15
8:22
8:28
8:34
8:40
yes
9:00

Afternoon*
Meet ferry leaving
Nanaimo at 3:45

Meet ferry leaving
Nanaimo at 5 pm

4:10 pm
Yes
4:20
4:25
4:32
4:36
4:41
4:46
4:51
4:56
5:02
5:08
5:14
5:20

5:25 pm
Yes
5:35
5:40
5:47
5:51
5:56
6:01
6:06
6:11
6:17
6:23
6:29
6:35

5:17

6:32

*delay in ferry arrival will translate into later times.
In addition to commuter runs there will be one mid day run Tuesday & Thursday and a morning &
afternoon run on Saturday for Route 1
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Route 2 Whalebone (incl. Bertha bypass) + Berry Point/Phase IV loop
Morning
Leave on
7:40
ferry

Meet pm ferry at:
pickup passengers
Leave Gabriola Village
for Whalebone Run
North @ Horseshoe
Barrett @ Whalebone
Barrett @ Bertha
Bertha @ upper North Rd

Leave on
8:50
ferry

Afternoon
Meet ferry leaving
Nanaimo at 3:45
pm

Meet ferry leaving
Nanaimo at 5:00

6:36

7:46

4:10 pm
yes
4:20

5:25 pm
yes
5:35

6:41
6:45
6:54
6:56

7:51
7:55
8:04
8:06

4:25
4:29
4:37
4:39

5:40
5:44
5:52
5:54

to Village
Leave Gabriola Village
For Berry Point Run
North Road @ Taylor Bay
Twin Beaches
Hemlock/Spruce/Tamarack
Twin Beaches
Taylor Bay @ Campground

6:59
7:03

8:09
8:13

4:42
4:46

5:57
6:01

7:05
7:10
7:15
7:20
7:24

8:15
8:20
8:25
8:30
8:34

4:48
4:54
5:00
5:05
5:09

6:03
6:09
6:15
6:20
6:24

Arrive at Ferry (unload
am)
Arrive at Village

7:28

8:38

5:13

6:28

7:32

8:42

5:17

6:32

In addition to commuter runs there will be morning and afternoon runs Tuesday, Thursday and a
afternoon run on Saturday for Route 2.

Appendix 3: Evaluation Framework
Outcome
Primary Outcomes
Reduced GHG emissions Area B

Short term
Indicators (monitoring)
-

- # cars on the ferry (monthly tracking)
- Parking congestion (ferry parking lots & Village)

Long term indicators
(2 -3 yr results)
-

Ridership over 8 passengers per
hour

-

- Counting people as they get on the bus (location identified if possible)- Fares brought in
-

Operational Outcomes
Fares meet operating expenses

-

Budget cost flow

-

Qualitative feedback2, report back

-

-Budget figures at end of pilot
period
-Budget figures in last 6 months of
pilot
Include in end of pilot survey

-Qualitative feedback after donation week3
-Ongoing feedback – include interviews
-Qualitative feedback, interviews if required
- Passengers per route
-Qualitative feedback, interviews if required
-Passenger per run
-Attrition
- Drivers feedback on training
- exit interviews for all volunteers
Indicators related to job description
Feedback from drivers & community

-

Questions in final survey

-

Questions in final survey

-

Questions in final survey

-

- Attrition
- Interviews with volunteer drivers
at end of pilot
Interviews with coordinator at end
of pilot

Ticket & pass sales are easy to
access
Fares are affordable

-

Routes meet the majority of
people’s basic transportation need Schedules meet the majority of
people’s basic transportation need Volunteer Drivers feel supported and want to continue volunteering as drivers
Coordinator fulfils job duties
2
3

-Gas use at Gabriola Mid Island Coop (2008 survey baseline)
-Reported reduction in car use (2008
survey baseline relative to final
survey)
-Average # of riders over pilot
period
-Average # of riders in last 6 months
of pilot

Qualitative feedback will include website comments, evaluation forms provided on bus.
Propose that fares be by donation for the first week to see whether there is a community ‘norm’ re affordable fares.

-
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Service User Outcomes
The following use the service and are satisfied with it:
Commuters
Seniors
Children/Youth
Daytime users
Visitors
Wheelchair users
Low-income users
Bike users are satisfied with system
of bike storage on bus and ease of
getting bike on and off bus
General community: there continues
to be a high level support for the bus
service across the community

-

Questions in final survey

-

Letters to the editor
Communication in paper, website, everywhere possible
Communication of service specifics and changes to services
Monthly fill out from pass
Cards on bus for feedback
Participation in bus activities
Reporting out to community
Reporting back from businesses regarding impact of bus service
on their businesses

Questions in final survey

-

Reporting back from bus users regarding the impact the servicehas had on them
Reduced impaired driving (or people report using the bus as an
alternative to driving when going to events that involve liquor.

-

Reporting back from people regarding the bus service –
affordability, timing, location, accessibility through:
Website blog feedback
On bus evaluation cards
Back of pass evaluation when turning them in
Mini surveys with specific groups
Different colour passes/ticket used to identify seniors &
youth/children

The bus service enhances social
connectivity and results in increased
prosocial behaviours
Infrastructure Outcomes
Vehicle is operated safely

Vehicle is appropriately maintainedCash Flow stays in the black after initial 6 month period.
-

-

- # of accidents
- Vehicles passes inspections
- Vehicle receives regular maintenance
- Repairs occur in a timely manner
- Budget cash flow
- Determining proportion of fares relative to other revenue streams
(e.g. grants, donations, charters, advertising, etc).

-

# of accidents

Final Budget with variances
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Fuel process works well for all
involved

-

- Track fuel use per km/per day/per week
- Qualitative: Are restaurants satisfied with process of providing filtered
wvo?, Do Coordinator/drivers find process of mixing fuel and fueling
bus easy?
Proportion of waste vegetable oil provided to fuel buses
-

- Final proportion of filtered waste
vegetable oil and diesel used in
vehicles.
- Final fuel cost per kilometre

`- Questions in final survey

-

- No accidents due to pick-up and drop-off
- Drivers identify problems with pick-up and drop-off points and
necessary route changes are implemented as required.
- People report that pick-up and drop-off is satisfactory
- Extent to which drivers are able to access coordinator from any pointon the route
- #of interactions between coordinator & driver

-

Proportional – fares, charters and advertising cover bulk of cost

Based on final budget figures:
- Estimated cost for service without
donations
- Estimated cost for service with bus
drivers salaries added to cost
- Estimated tax implications if 50%
funding from BC Transit approved.
- Business case examining two
models: private non-profit delivery
and publicly funded delivery.

Reduction in GHG emissions through
use of filtered wvo in place of diesel
Pick-up & drop off locations are safeand easy to access
-

Communication between
coordinator & drivers and for
emergency purposes is effective
Revenue outcomes
Fares promote ridership while
ensuring costs are covered
Those using buses as charters are
satisfied with service

-

Donations supplement the costs required for the pilot project
Advertising provides funds for the bus service without creating
unnecessary visual pollution

- feedback from users every time there is a charter
- # of charters and total $’s recovered
- # of special runs for events on the island
- # of bus passes bought for PHC users
- Total $
- Total advertising revenue
- No complaints about advertising4

-

Final GHG emissions per kilometre

Interviews with volunteer drivers
and coordinator at end of pilot
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Appendix 4: Gabriola Shuttle-bus Project – Budget
Capital Costs
Used 1996 International
Used Mercedes Sprinter
Communications equipment
From Community Works Fund

$11,500
16,000
2,500
$30,000

Distance Travelled per Week (km)
Route 1: Village-Silva Bay-Pat Burns/Harrison-Ferry-Village
Route 2: Village-Whalebone-Village-Taylor Bay-Village
Route 3: Village-Silva Bay-Village-Harrison
Route 4: Village-Spruce/Tamarack-Village-Whalebone

No. Runs
20
20
6
6

Km/Run
35.6
25.1
41.6
25.1

International
712

Sprinter

Total

502
250
151
902

1614

712
Ridership Assumptions
Route 1: Village-Silva Bay-Pat Burns/Harrison-Ferry-Village
Route 2: Village-Whalebone-Village
Route 3: Village-Silva Bay-Village
Route 4: Village-Spruce/Tamarack-Village

Fares/Hr
12
12
8
8

No. Runs
20
20
6
6

No. Fares
240

No. Fares

___
240

240
48
48
336

576

Operating Assumptions
Dispatcher/coordinator (1667/mo)
Driver costs (volunteers assumed)
Communications (90/mo)
Insurance - International
Insurance - Sprinter
Maintenance - International
Maintenance - Sprinter
Average Fare

20,000
0
1,080
2,280
2,844
2,000
1,000
$2.00

/yr
/yr
/yr
/yr
/yr
/yr
/yr

Fuel consumption - International
Fuel consumption - Sprinter
Diesel
Waste veg oil @ $25/55 usg (3.785 litres/usg)
Fuel - 50:50 mix
Fuel - 60/40 mix (cold months)
Avg fuel cost, based on 2 cold months per year

0.25
0.12
1.35
0.12
0.74
0.86
0.76

litres/km
litres/km
/litre
/litre
/litre
/litre
/litre
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Projected Profitability
Revenue from fares
Drivers
Fuel
Insurance
Coordinator (allocated per km of bus travel)
Communications (allocated per km of bus travel)
Maintenance

Cash Flow
Balance at beginning of month
Climate Change dividend funds
Fundraising
Island Futures - interim funding
Capital purchases
CWF reimbursement
Fares
Charters
Advertising revenues
Licencing & insurance (3 months)
Ticket printing and promotion
Air brake licensing (2 @ 300)
Class 4 for volunteers (5 @ 150)
Balance at end of month

International

Sprinter

Per Week

Per Month

Per Year

Per Week

Per Month

Per Year

480

2,086

25,029

672

2,920

35,040

0

0

0

0

0

0

-134

-584

-7,013

-82

-355

-4,265

-44

-190

-2,280

-55

-237

-2,844

-169
-9
-38
85

-735
-40
-167
370

-8,822
-476
-2,000
4,438

-214
-12
-19
291

-932
-50
-83
1,262

-11,178
-604
-1,000
15,149

Apr
0
5,459
1,000
10,000
-15,000

May
309

Jun
286

July
6,168

Aug
8,051

Sep
8,652

1,000
16,000
-15,000

-26,000
30,000
1,632
150
100

1,632
150
100

1,632
150
100
-1,281

1,632
150
100

-200
-500
-300
-150

408
150
100
-1,281
-500
-300
-600

___

___

___

___

309

286

6,168

8,051

8,652

10,534

Appendix 5: Gabriola Community Bus Project – overview of petition numbers and
comments

Petition version
Version 1 on paper (see text below)
Version 2 on paper (see text below)
Version 2 on-line
Total

Number of unique signatures (Jan. 4th, 2013)
70
~700
77
877

Version 1 (Initiated in November 2012 with the following wording):
Dear Howard, We the undersigned, are in favour of a publicly funded community transportation
system for Gabriola Island and will support your efforts towards establishing one. We base our
support on the belief it will be good for our Island, socially economically and environmentally, and
is therefore a good value for our tax dollars.
Version 2 (Initiated in December 2012 with the following wording):
We, the undersigned — residents of Gabriola, Mudge or DeCourcy Islands — support the use of
$110,000 from the RDN Area B Community Works Fund for a community-based pilot bus service
on Gabriola. We base our support on the belief that a bus will be good for the islands, socially,
economically and environmentally, and therefore is good value for public money.

The on-line petition, which is located at http://gabriolacommunitybus.com/, allowed petitioners
to leave comments. A small selection of the comments posted by January 3rd are included below:
I support the proposal for the RDN Community Works Funding to establish a pilot bus project. Many people
do not have cars. It would help these people to get to the village, ferry, medical, etc. Kudos to the
volunteers for initiating this project.
A bus on Gabriola is something I’ve dreamed of for the 23 years I’ve lived here!!! For me, transportation
without needing a vehicle is more important than just about anything else.
Even though I live walking distance to the ferry, I strongly support a bus service as well. What a wonderful
idea. Also, don’t forget the visitors who come to this island. It would be great for them to get around as
well without having to bring a car over.
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It is wonderful to have the opportunity to show my support for a community bus pilot on Gabriola. I will
also support the investigation of a system of economic access to said Community Bus for those in need on
Gabriola.
I strongly support the trial bus service plan. It should cut down on unnecessary car trips to the Village and
provide much needed mobility for those who rely on others to get around the island.
A bus service on Gabriola is long overdue. I fully support a pilot bus project and expect it will have a
successful outcome. Definitely a worthwhile venture that will benefit the community. Bravo!
I totally support it. It’s about time for a bus service on Gabriola!! It’s necessary on so many levels…for
students, seniors, low-income individuals, let alone the numerous environmental impacts & responsibilities
we each share a role in. Please, PLEASE!… do the right thing & support Gabriola’s initiative for a bus
service.
Count me in! I not only support the idea of a bus, I will actually use it. Public transportation is the way of
the future.
Yes, it’s time we get some wheels under this idea!! I support it and have been looking forward to this for
some years. Thanks
Great Idea! We totally support the proposal for RDN Community Works funding to be used to establish a
community bus pilot on Gabriola!! It will be great for our community! And for us the Whalebone Drive
area!!
This service would be a blessing for me. I am grateful for and support this initiative.
We need a bus service to connect the South end with the North end of the island, helping people, kids and
teenagers to get around the island without a car.
I fully support the bus proposal as a pilot program with the thought that it will eventually be a fully
supported program on Gabriola Island.
I hope to see this bus service soon! I regularly ride my bike and hitchhike on Gabriola and a bus service
would be of great help. Not to mention a bus would help cut back on greenhouse gas emissions as less
people would have to drive their cars.
Yay to having a bus on Gabriola to help people get around!!
A bus on Gabriola will be so beneficial for reduced traffic, reduced ferry line ups, and be essential for those
who don’t have a vehicle…YES..YES…AND YES…..it is about time! I support the bus idea!
I TOTALLY APPROVE OF AND WOULD SUPPORT A BUS ON GABRIOLA. way too long in coming.

